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Bilinear forms B on an algebra which are derivation invariant (i.e., 
B(Dx, y) + B(x, Dy) = 0) often play an important role in the structure theory 
of the algebra. Generally, such forms are constructed by taking the trace of 
some linear map. For example, the Killing form on a Lie algebra is B(x, y) = 
tr(ad x ad y). In this note, we construct derivation invariant forms without 
using the trace. Consequently, our methods give some results which are not 
restricted to finite-dimensional algebras nor to algebras over fields of charac- 
teristic zero. 
Recall [2] that a pair algebra is a pair (M, , MY) = M of vector spaces 
over a field k together with linear mappings L,: M, @ M-,-, End(M3. The 
pair product is defined by ~,y~,z,=L,(x,@y JzE. D = (D,, D-) is a 
derivation if 
D~(X~Y--EZ~)=(D~X~)Y--EZ~+X~(D--EY-~E)Z~+X~Y~~(D~Z~)~ (1) 
and 4 = (4,) &) is an automorphism if 
QE(xEY--EzE) = (4,X,)(~-,Y-,)(~,Z,). (2) 
Letting L(x+,y-)=(L+(x+,y-),-L--(y ,x+)) we see L(x+,y-) is a 
derivation if and only if 
X,Y-&,v-ewe) = (&Y-,4 v-ewe-- %(Y-,x,v-3 we 
+ w-,(X,Y-&W,). (3) 
We remark that replacing L- by -L- changes the sign of the second term of 
the right side of (3). Examples of pair algebras satisfying (3) are Jordan 
pairs and anti-Jordan pairs (see 121). One may also construct such a pair 
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by setting M, = M- = d for a triple system E? with trilinear product 
d x d X d -+ d satisfying 
xy(uuw) = (xyu) VW - du(yxv) w  -I- uv(xyw) (4) 
and setting x+ y-z, = (xyz), and x- y+z- = G(xyz)- for 6 = f 1. Lie triple 
systems, anti-Lie triple systems and X-ternary algebras are included in this 
class of triple systems (see [ 1, 21). Also, since a Lie algebra becomes a Lie 
triple system with [xyz] = [ [xy] z], we may include Lie algebras in this 
setting. 
We say 0 # x E M, has rank one if xM_,x s kx. 
THEOREM. If a pair algebra (M, , M-) over k satisfies (3) and if M, is 
spanned by rank one elements, then there are bilinear maps B,: M,X 
Me,-+ k with B,(x,, y-,)=B-,(y-,,x,) and x,y_,x,=B,(x,,y-3xEfor x, 
of rank one. If k has characteristic zero and D is a derivation of M, then 
Bc(DcxE, Y-J + B,(x,, D-,Y-,I = 0, 
for x, E M,, y-, E K,. 
(5) 
Proof: If x E M, has rank one and y E M-,, define a,(y) by 
xyx = a,(y) x. We may rewrite (3) as 
Setting x+ = u+ = x and y- = U- = y for x and y of rank one yields 
(a,(y) - a,(x)) L(x, y) = 0. Since L(x, y) = 0 implies a,(y) = 0 = a?(x), we 
have cr,( y) = a,,(x) for x and y of rank one. Pick bases {xi} of M, and { yj} 
of M-, of rank one elements. If x E M,, y E M-,, write x = Ci a,xi, 
y=cjbjyj and set B,(x, y) = J’Jij aiaxi(yj) bj. If x has rank one, then 
a,(~>=Ca,(~j)bj=Ca,(x>bj=B,(x,~). Clearly, B,(x,Y)=B-,(Y,X). 
If d is an automorphism of M, then for x of rank one, a,(y) 4,(x) = 
fUx> L(Y) f&4 so a,(Y) I amBcx) (g-,Y). Hence, BE(4Ex9 6,~) =B&Y) 
for all x E M,, y E M-,; i.e., # is an automorphism of (M, B). Similarly, we 
say D = (D, , D-) is a derivation of (M, B) if (5) holds. If D = (D+ , D-) is 
a linear map on M and K = k((t)) is the field of formal power series in t over 
k of characteristic zero, let 4 = (4,) $-) be the linear map of 
MK = (M, ok K, M- ok K) given by 4, = exp(tD,). It is easy to check that 
D is a derivation of M (respectively, (M, B)) if and only if $ is an 
automorphism of MK (respectively, (MK, BK)). Thus, (5) holds for 
derivations D of M in characteristic zero. 
COROLLARY. If d is a triple system over a field of characteristic zero 
satisfying (4) and d is spanned by rank one elements, then d has a bilinear 
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form B(x, y) = 6B( y, x) which is derivation invariant and satisfies xyx = 
B(x, y) x for x of rank one. 
Proof: IfB(x,y)=B+(x+,y~),thenforyofrankoneB~(y~,x+)y~= 
6( yxy)- = 6B( y, x) y- so B(x, y) = 6B( y, x). The rest is a consequence of 
the theorem. 
We now consider a pair algebra M satisfying (3) over an arbitrary field. If 
x E M, and y EM- have rank one and D is a derivation of M, then 0 = 
[L(x, D- Y), Ux, Y)] + [W,Y), L(x, D- Y)] = W(D- Y) X,Y> - 
W, (D- Y)XY) + WYX,D- Y) - W,yx(D- Y)) = a,(D- Y)W,Y) - 
W,D-(YXY)) + J%YP+x)Y) + a,(v>Ux,D- Y> = (a,@- Y> + 
a,(D+ x)) L(x, y). Thus, a,(D- y) + a,(D+ x) = 0 if L(x, y) # 0. We now 
assume M, = M- = d is a Lie triple system; i.e., (4) holds with 6 = 1 and 
[xxy] = 0, (6) 
[xyz] t [ yzx] t [ZXYI = 0. (7) 
We see for x and y of rank one with L(x, y) = 0 and D a derivation, 
;.$ybl= 
x x an 
f(D~)xl = D[XYXI - [Px)yxl - [xYW)I = -[W)YXI = 
a,(Dx)a,(Dy)x= b4Dx)~~(Dx)~ll= [b4Dx)yl@jyl 
+ [~[x(Dx)(W1~1+ [YWWWYII 
= (a,(Dy>>2 x + aJ[x(Dx)(Dx)l)y + a,Py)[yW)xl 
= Wx(Dy))2 x + a,(b@x)(Dx)l) y 
= 2(a,(Dy))* x t a,(D[x(Dx) x] - [x(0*x)x]> y 
= ‘W@y))* x + a,Px) q(Dx> y since a,(x) = 0. 
If x and y are linearly dependent we can assume x = y and have 
2a,(Dx) = a,(Dy) + a,(Dx) = 0. If x and y are linearly independent, either 
a,(Dy) = 0 or a,(Dx) = 2a,(Dy). Similarly, either a,(Dx) = 0 or a,(Dy) = 
2aJDx). If char(k) # 2, a,(Dy) = a,(Dx) = 0. Thus, for Lie triple systems 
over fields of characteristic not two 
a,(Dy) + a,(Dx) = 0 for x and y of rank one. (8) 
Assume now that &F = 9 is a Lie algebra over a field k of arbitrary 
characteristic and D = adz for z E 9. If x and y have rank one and 
L(x, y) = ad[xy] = 0, then a,(Dy)ad x = ad[x[zy] x] = ad[ [xzx] y] + 
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2 ad[ [xz][yx]] + ad[z[xyx]] = a,(z) ad[xy] = 0. Since ad x = 0 implies 
a,@) = 0, we have a,(Dy) = 0 in any case. Similarly a,(Dx) = 0, so (8) 
holds. 
If rank one elements span 6, (8) shows B(x, y) = B+(x+ , y-) is invariant 
under D. We have shown most of the following: 
THEOREM. If d is a Lie triple system over a field of characteristic not 
two which is spanned by rank one elements, then d has a symmetric bilinear 
form B with [xyx] = B(x, y)x for x of rank one and B is derivation 
invariant. If Y is a Lie algebra spanned by rank one elements, then 9 has 
an associative symmetric bilinear form B with [ [xy] x] = B(x, y) x for x of 
rank one. Moreover, B is nondegenerate on 4p if and only tf (ad x)’ = 0 
implies x = 0. In this case, if dim 9 ( co and if every nonzero ideal of 9 
contains a rank one element, then 9 is the direct sum of simple ideals. 
Proof For 0 #x E 9, (ad x)’ = 0 if and only if x has rank one and 
B(x, 9) = 0. If I is an ideal of 9 with [II] = 0 and x E I has rank one, then 
(ad~)~ = 0. The rest of the theorem now follows by the usual Dieudonne 
result (see [3, p. 711). 
We shall now show by example that the characteristic not two restriction 
of the previous theorem is necessary. If V is a vector space over k and 7(V) 
is the tensor algebra, then any linear map D: V+ T(V) extends to a 
derivation of T(V). If D(v @ v) = 0, then D induces a derivation of the 
exterior algebra E(V). In particular, if V has basis x, y over k of charac- 
teristic two, then E, F, H span a Lie algebra 9 of derivations of E(V) with 
‘1 = 0, [HE ‘]=E, and [HF]=F h w  ere the action on E(V) is given by [Efi 
1 x Y XAY 
E 0 1 0 y 
F 0 0 1 x 
H 0 x y 0 
Also, 4: E(V) + 9 given by 4(l) = 0, 4(x) = F, 4(y) = E, and 4(x A y) = H 
is an P-module homomorphism. Thus, L(a, b) = #(a A b) gives 
[D, L(a, b)] = L(Da, b) + L(a, Db) for D E 9; i.e., .P acts as derivations of 
the product [abc] = 4(a A 6) c. Clearly (4) with 6 = 1 and (6) hold. One 
easily checks that (7) holds for distinct basis elements (four cases), so E(V) 
with product [abc] is a Lie triple system. Clearly, 1, x, y, x A y is a basis of 
rank one elements but B(x, E(x A y)) = B(x, y) = 1 while B(Ex, x A y) = 
B(l,xAy)=O. 
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